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The Gospels Side By Side
This Four in One is, word for word, a harmony of the four Biblical Gospels of Scripture rearranged according to the best historic scholarship into a single narrative. With no other
innovation, the Bible's divinely appointed messengers of God--Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John--fully represent God and themselves in the venerable words of the King James
English New Testament. This faithful Gospel book is perfect for seekers, new believers, and old scholars alike.
A thorough study of the gospels is possible only when they are printied in parallel columns for comparison. Therefore, the American Standard Bible Committee requested a subcommittee to prepare a synopsis based on the Revised Standard Version.
A lively, readable and up-to-date guide to the Synoptic Problem, ideal for undergraduate students, and the general reader.
Studying the Gospels from a New Perspective. Readers of the Bible have always known that the Gospels tell many of the same stories, usually with differences in detail, but
sometimes with significant variations. Comparing the Gospels identifies these parallel passages and lays them side by side so you can compare them more easily. Relieved of
the burden of flipping Bible pages back and forth among two, three, or all four of the Gospels, you can focus on what each witness has to report. As a rule, you will end up with a
more complete picture of each episode, as details from each can often be combined. But you will also find some sources of perplexity, where two or more of the Gospel
witnesses tell inconsistent stories. Sometimes it even seems not all the accounts of a particular episode can possibly be true. Bible students using this book will find it necessary
to decide what to make of these conflicting pieces of evidence. Bible study leaders and students will find this approach intellectually challenging and a welcome change from
classic book-of-the-Bible studies. Pastors developing a sermon on a particular theme will also find it useful to have at their fingertips all the Gospel passages that report on an
episode in Christ's ministry.
See how everything in the Gospels reveals Jesus as the divine Messiah, Savior, Servant, Healer, and Risen Lord! Rose Publishing introduces Rose Guide to the Gospels, your
quick-reference guide through the books of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. With hundreds of pictures, charts, and timelines, this user-friendly introduction to the four Gospels
helps you explore over 150 key people, places, and stories in the life of Jesus. Add depth to any Bible study with in-depth summaries of how the Gospels were written, the key
people and events in each of the four books, why you can trust them, how Jesus fulfilled prophecies of the Old Testament, and much more! Unlike commentaries, this guide is
packed with maps, timelines, and side-by-side charts which show key information on all 4 gospels at a glance. From an introduction to Jewish and Greco-Roman life to a who's
who of over 50 key people, get a condensed and thorough overview on the four Gospels! Includes: An introduction to the Jewish and Greco-Roman culture and customs in the
time of Jesus An overview of the life of Jesus--why he came, what he did, and why it matters for us today The who, what, where, when, and why for all four Gospels. Compare
how these books are alike and how they're different An in-depth look at how the Gospels were written. Know why we can have confidence that the Gospels are reliable
testimonies of the life and work of Jesus Christ A harmony of the Gospels with more than 100 events, all with Scripture references A who's who of more than 50 key people in the
Gospels Jesus' fulfillment of Old Testament prophecies about the Messiah Answers to skeptics' objections about the resurrection Paperback, 156 pages, 6 x 9 inches, ISBN
9781628628111. 4 Key Features of the Rose Guide to the Gospels Quick-Reference: Find what you need fast using clear headers, charts, and simple summaries to answer the
questions you have at the flip of a page! Illustrated: Packed with dozens of graphics, photos, and illustrations, don't just imagine what life was like in Jesus' time--SEE key ancient
artifacts, locations, and more! Simple Overview: Covers the life of Jesus, over 150 key events and people, and historical background on Jewish and Greco-Roman life. Solid and
Reliable: Enjoy having well-researched knowledge in one compact handbook! You'll have all the solid and scriptural overviews and information you need at your fingertips. This
book is a component of The Gospel of John DVD Complete Kit (ISBN 9781628628296). Perfect for: Individual study Small groups Young adult and youth groups Church libraries
Homeschool And more!
The perfect gift! A specially priced, beautifully designed hardcover edition of The Joy of the Gospel with a foreword by Robert Barron and an afterword by James Martin, SJ. “The
joy of the gospel fills the hearts and lives of all who encounter Jesus… In this Exhortation I wish to encourage the Christian faithful to embark upon a new chapter of evangelization
marked by this joy, while pointing out new paths for the Church’s journey in years to come.” – Pope Francis This special edition of Pope Francis's popular message of hope
explores themes that are important for believers in the 21st century. Examining the many obstacles to faith and what can be done to overcome those hurdles, he emphasizes the
importance of service to God and all his creation. Advocating for “the homeless, the addicted, refugees, indigenous peoples, the elderly who are increasingly isolated and
abandoned,” the Holy Father shows us how to respond to poverty and current economic challenges that affect us locally and globally. Ultimately, Pope Francis demonstrates
how to develop a more personal relationship with Jesus Christ, “to recognize the traces of God’s Spirit in events great and small.” Profound in its insight, yet warm and
accessible in its tone, The Joy of the Gospel is a call to action to live a life motivated by divine love and, in turn, to experience heaven on earth. Includes a foreword by Robert
Barron, author of Catholicism: A Journey to the Heart of the Faith and James Martin, SJ, author of Jesus: A Pilgrimage
These two volumes of The New Testament and Greek Literature are the magnum opus of biblical scholar Dennis R. MacDonald, outlining the profound connections between the
New Testament and classical Greek poetry. MacDonald argues that the Gospel writers borrowed from established literary sources to create stories about Jesus that readers of
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the day would find convincing. In The Gospels and Homer MacDonald leads readers through Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey, highlighting models that the authors of the Gospel of
Mark and Luke-Acts may have imitated for their portrayals of Jesus and his earliest followers such as Paul. The book applies mimesis criticism to show the popularity of the
targets being imitated, the distinctiveness in the Gospels, and evidence that ancient readers recognized these similarities. Using side-by-side comparisons, the book provides
English translations of Byzantine poetry that shows how Christian writers used lines from Homer to retell the life of Jesus. The potential imitations include adventures and
shipwrecks, savages living in cages, meals for thousands, transfigurations, visits from the dead, blind seers, and more. MacDonald makes a compelling case that the Gospel
writers successfully imitated the epics to provide their readers with heroes and an authoritative foundation for Christianity.
See the full picture presented by the four gospels with side-by-side comparisons of each book.
Leading biblical scholar Thomas Schreiner provides an easy-to-navigate resource for studying and understanding the Acts of the Apostles and the Pauline Letters. This
accessibly written volume summarizes the content of each major section of the biblical text to help readers quickly grasp the sense of particular passages. This is the first volume
in the Handbooks on the New Testament series, which is modeled after Baker Academic's successful Old Testament handbook series. Series volumes are neither introductions
nor commentaries, as they focus primarily on the content of the biblical books without getting bogged down in historical-critical questions or detailed verse-by-verse exegesis. The
series will contain three volumes that span the entirety of the New Testament, with future volumes covering the Gospels and Hebrews through Revelation. Written with classroom
utility and pastoral application in mind, these books will appeal to students, pastors, and laypeople alike.
This Bible study guide is an excellent tool to begin appreciating the messages God conveys to us through the Gospels. It lays the four Gospels side-by-side for comparison and
harmony. It addresses Jesus' life on earth in a way that enables us to peer inward and ask difficult questions of ourselves. Questions that often confirm our beliefs and actions,
and questions that also force us to re-evaluate our own lives. Harmony of the Gospels: A Bible Study Guide is a valuable resource for anyone seeking to better understand Jesus'
ministry 2000 years ago and develop a deeper relationship with Jesus. This study guide originated in an actual Bible study group of Catholic men. It is intended for any Christian
denomination and promotes love for God in our daily lives. Any profit above publication and shipping generated from the sale of this book will be donated to Christian charities,
missions or ministries.
An easy-to-use harmony of the four Gospels, featuring one main story line in bold type.
One comprehensive story is presented in each of Volumes I-VII, rather than the four partial stories presented by the four Gospels. All of the verses of the four Gospels are
arranged chronologically and in the order presented in the Gospels in each volume. The entire factual and verbal content of the four gospels is retained in each volume. Volumes
I, 1A and II result from progressively omitting redundancy to consolidate the four stories into one seamless, ordered, complete, concise story of Jesus. The result is something I
wanted to see. I trust that you will be blessed.The Single Story, Volumes I and 1A, is easy to read. One concise story flows from the entire content of the four Gospels. The
Complete Consolidation, Volume II, is for readers wanting to refer to the corresponding verses in their bible. Volumes I, 1A and II are identical, except that there over 300 heading
lines with their verse references in Volume II. While, Volumes I and 1A have only 30 heading lines, each without verse references. And, Volume 1A adds over 50 graphical
depictions for various gospel settings. More headings and verse references are helpful for study, but, they can slow the flow of the story. Each of these volumes is insightful, and
exceptionally easy to read, compared with trying to find and parse the combined meaning of the corresponding dispersed verses from four separate Gospels. Volume III has most
of the facts consolidated for most of the events from all four Gospels. Volume IV has all of the verses presented chronologically and grouped by each events from all four
Gospels. Volumes III and IV show the progression from four sets of verses from four Gospels to one harmonized story.Redundancy is completely omitted in Volumes I, 1A and II.
The similarity to original separate verses increases, and redundancy progressively increases, as you move from Volume III to Volume IV. Each step in this progression is readily
validated by side by side comparison with the corresponding KJV verses in Volumes V, and with the corresponding WEB verses in VI, and VII.Series of Volumes:Volume I The
Gospels in Harmony, Single Story Volume IA The Gospels in Harmony, Single Story with Pictorial GraphicsVolume II The Gospels in Harmony, Complete Consolidation,Volume
III The Gospels in Harmony, Major Consolidation,Volume IV The Gospels in Harmony, Intermediate Consolidation, Volume V The Gospels in Harmony, Complete Consolidation
& KJV Verses side by side. Volume VI The Gospels in Harmony, Major Consolidation & WEB Verses side by side, Volume VII The Gospels in Harmony, Intermediate
Consolidation & WEB Verses side by side,[As of the date of this publication, Volume VI is not yet published.] Heading lines with Footnotes of related verses Pictorial verse
references & comments GraphicsVolume I Single Story 30 NONE NONEVolume IA Single Story with Pictorial Graphics 30 NONE OVER 50Volume II Complete OVER 300
NONE NONEVolume III Major OVER 300 OVER 90 NONEVolume IV Intermediate OVER 300 OVER 90 NONEside by side with KJV or WEB versesVolume V Complete KJV
OVER 300 NONE NONEVolume VI Major WEB OVER 300 OVER 90 NONEVolume VII Intermediate WEB OVER 300 OVER 90 NONEINTRODUCTIONAll of the wording from
all four Gospels, is formed into one comprehensive story in each volume of The Gospels in Harmony. The events, details and sequence of the story of Jesus are enriched with
meaning gleaned from all of the Gospels in each volume of The Gospels in Harmony.
To Christians worldwide, the man Jesus of Nazareth is the centerpiece of history, the object of faith, hope, and worship. Even those who do not follow him admit the vast
influence of his life. For anyone interested in knowing more about Jesus, study of the four biblical Gospels is essential. The second edition of Four Portraits, One Jesus has been
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updated throughout to meet the needs to today's students. It is a thorough yet accessible introduction to the four biblical Gospels and their subject, the life and person of Jesus.
Like different artists rendering the same subject using different styles and points of view, the Gospels paint four highly distinctive portraits of the same remarkable Jesus. With
clarity and insight, Mark Strauss illuminates these four books addressing the following important areas: First he addresses the nature, origin, methods for study, and historical,
religious, and cultural backgrounds of the Gospels. He then moves on to closer study of each narrative and its contribution to our understanding of Jesus, investigating things
such as plot, characters, and theme. Finally, he pulls it all together with a detailed examination of what the Gospels teach about Jesus' ministry, message, death, and
resurrection, with excursions into the quest for the historical Jesus and the historical reliability of the Gospels. This textbook together with its workbook, video lectures, and
laminated sheet gives students everything they need for a thorough and enriching study of Jesus and the Gospels.
Parallel Gospels: A Synopsis of Early Christian Writing is an indispensable guide that enables readers to examine more easily how and where the early Christian
gospels--Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, Thomas, and Q--agree and disagree. Using his own unique approach to translating the original Greek texts into English, Zeba A. Crook
offers the most literal, word-for-word translation available, helping readers to compare the structure, order, style, theology, and vocabulary of each gospel with the others.
FEATURES: * The word-for-word translation (one English word for every Greek word) allows readers who are not proficient in ancient languages to accurately compare the
various versions of the gospels * A detailed Introduction explains the purpose of this book, while a "How to Read a Synopsis" section outlines how to use it * Synoptic Study
Guides clarify and expand on concepts covered in the gospels and in biblical scholarship * A Glossary of Greek Terms enables students to look up every English word in the
translation and find the Greek word behind it Ideal for university and seminary courses in the New Testament, the Gospels, the historical Jesus, and Christian origins/early
Christianity, Parallel Gospels is also an invaluable resource for clergy and interested lay readers. PACKAGING & SAVINGS Consider packaging this book with The New
Testament: A Historical Introduction to the Early Christian Writings, Fifth Edition, or A Brief Introduction to the New Testament, Second Edition, both by Bart D. Ehrman, for use in
your course and SAVE YOUR STUDENTS 20%! Please contact your Oxford University Press sales representative at 800.280.0280 for details.
In this highly readable introduction to the Gospels, Edward Adams demonstrates how the four canonical Gospels function separatelyâ€"as unique accounts of Jesus' lifeâ€"and as narrative
renditions of a shared story: the Fourfold Gospel. Building on the premise that the Gospels are ancient biographies or "lives of Jesus," Adams examines parallel Gospel passages, highlighting
the similarities and differences between them. He begins by approaching the four Gospels generally, then looks at each of them individually, and finally considers six key Gospel passages to
further explore the unity and plurality of the Gospels in a more focused way. Adams's lucid prose helps to make this text ideal for beginning students of the Gospels.
Reproduction of the original: A Harmony of the Gospels For Students of the Life of Christ by A.T Robertson
The earliest of the four Gospels, the book portrays Jesus as an enigmatic figure, struggling with enemies, his inner and external demons, and with his devoted but disconcerted disciples.
Unlike other gospels, his parables are obscure, to be explained secretly to his followers. With an introduction by Nick Cave
PARALLEL GOSPELS IN HARMONY - with STUDY GUIDE lets you read and study the four Gospels in parallel columns with corresponding passages side-by-side, using the modern
language World English Bible. It's also copyright-free, so that anyone can reproduce it. A disciple in the garden of Gethsemane cuts off the ear of the high priestâs servant according to all four
Gospels. But only John tells us the servantâs name, and that it was Peter who wielded the sword. And only Luke tells us that Jesus healed the wound. This book allows you to see all of this at
a glance.
Award-winning religion journalists describe a recently rediscovered medieval prayer tool that provides fresh inspiration and daily prayers for contemporary Christians. All people of faith
struggle at times to sustain a flourishing prayer life--a loss felt all the more keenly in times like ours of confusion, political turbulence, and global calamity. The Prayer Wheel introduces an
ancient prayer practice that offers a timeless solution for the modern faithful. The Prayer Wheel is a modern interpretation of the Liesborn Prayer Wheel, a beautiful, almost wholly forgotten,
scripture-based mode of prayer that was developed in a medieval times. The Liesborn Prayer Wheel resurfaced in 2015 in a small private gallery near New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art.
It faithfully and beautifully presents seven prayer paths for personal or group use. Each path invites contemplation on the "big ideas" of the Christian faith--the Lord's Prayer, the Beatitudes,
the gifts of the Holy Spirit, and key words from the life of Christ. In the tradition of lectio divina and walking a labyrinth, The Prayer Wheel simply and directly takes readers into a daily, wholly
unique encounter with God. As the prayers in this book unfold, readers will find an appealing guide for contemplation, a way of seeing God in new ways, and an essential new tool for Christian
formation.
The Bible gives us four biographers for Jesus' life: Matthew, Mark, Luke, and john. See Jesus from four different points of view and learn how their views unite and flesh out an awesome
portait of God. Consult this concise chart to fint out where there are four Gospels instead of just one, why three Gospels are similar, but the fourth is very different, how the Gospels
complement - not contradict - each other, why most of Christ's story focuses on his last week; and more.
This book lays out all four Gospels of the New Testament individually, with their own side-by-side comparisons of paralleled accounts found elsewhere in the Gospels. All these paralleled
sections are arraigned side-by-side so that the reader can easily compare them to each other at a glance. Each section of paralleled accounts are provided with very thorough analysis and
explanations that point out any differences and similarities between the Gospel accounts, and clarify and answer all questions of discrepancies or contradictions. Along with the paralleled
passages side-by-side and the explanations, there are many added notes that provide those Gospel passages interwoven so that the reader can see what the Gospel accounts look like when
flowing together chronologically. The explanations that are provided are gathered from a variety of great theologians from many centuries, such as St. Augustine, St. Thomas Aquinas, John
Maldonatus, Cornelius a Lapide, John McEvilly, etc. The translation used for this synopsis is the New Douay-Rheims Bible.
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An essential resource for the analytical study of the gospels, The Complete Gospel Parallels goes beyond the standard parallels. This book gives those who study the gospels in
English a one-volume compendium of synopses not only for the Gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, but also for the Gospels of Thomas and Peter, as well as for a few
gospel fragments (the Egerton Gospel, Gospel Oxyrhynchus 1224, as well as the Jewish-Christian Gospels of the Hebrews and the Nazoreans). The Complete Gospel Parallels
also includes a synopsis for the reconstructed Q Gospel, which enables the reader both to discern how the text of Q can be derived and how Q was adopted and adapted by
Matthew and Luke. The Complete Gospel Parallels features the fresh and vibrant Scholars Version translation, which has been thoroughly revised and fine-tuned to facilitate the
precise comparison of parallel passages, using consistent English for the same Greek and different English where the originals vary. The Complete Gospel Parallels lucid
translation, its easy-to-use format, and its broad range of gospel materials will enhance and deepen the serious reader s appreciation of early Christian tradition and literature.
Synopsis coming soon.......
A classic since 1949, Gospel Parallels presents Matthew, Mark, and Luke printed side-by-side for easy and enlightening comparative study. Now fully revised and updated using
the NRSV, it features a more readable type face and a new, even more effective system for comparison.
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an extraordinary flowering of English literature and is universally
acknowledged as the greatest influence on English-language literature in history. Now, world-class literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of
beautifully designed, small-format volumes. The introducers' passionate, provocative, and personal engagements with the spirituality and the language of the text make the Bible
come alive as a stunning work of literature and remind us of its overwhelming contemporary relevance.
The classic Robertson/Broadus Harmony of the Gospels, newly revised for students of the New International Version.
“A theologically rich, spiritually edifying exploration of all that the Bible says about an awe-striking reality.” —Dennis Johnson Each time God appears to his people throughout the
Bible—in the form of a thunderstorm, a man, a warrior, a chariot, etc.—he comes to a specific person for a specific purpose. And each of these temporary appearances— called
theophanies—helps us to better understand who he is, anticipating his climactic, permanent self-revelation in the incarnation of Christ. Describing the various accounts of God’s
visible presence from Genesis to Revelation, theologian Vern S. Poythress helps us consider more deeply what they reveal about who God is and how he dwells with us today.
The Bible gives us four biographers for Jesus' life: Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. See Jesus from four different points of view and learn how their views unite to flesh out an
awesome portrait of God. Consult this concise chart to find out where there are four Gospels instead of just one, why three Gospels are similar, but the fourth is very different,
how the Gospels complement - not contradict - each other, why most of Christ's story focuses on his last week; and more.
Nickle provides an updated edition of a proven textbook that fills the gap between brief treatments of the Synoptics by New Testament introductions and exhaustive
commentaries. In a clear and concise manner, "The Synoptic Gospels" explores the major issues of faith that influenced the writers of the Gospels while utilizing the full range of
critical and literary methods.
Most of the Gospel Harmonies use parallel columns to give side-by-side comparisons of the various events in Jesus' life and ministry. But how much easier could His storyline be
followed if it were presented in one seamless narrative, streamlined in chronological order? Features: • The four Gospels woven into a single, running narrative • All Scriptures
taken from the Holman Christian Standard Bible • Sidebars call attention to major themes and difficult passages in the Gospels • Hundreds of study notes— a regular feature of
every page—illuminate the text • Useful for both lesson and sermon preparation as well as stand-alone reading • Systematic reading plan for family worship and devotional use
The Jefferson Bible, or The Life and Morals of Jesus of Nazareth as it is formally titled, was a book constructed by Thomas Jefferson in the latter years of his life by cutting and
pasting numerous sections from various Bibles as extractions of the doctrine of Jesus. Jefferson's composition excluded sections of the New Testament containing supernatural
aspects as well as perceived misinterpretations he believed had been added by the Four Evangelists. In 1895, the Smithsonian Institution under the leadership of librarian Cyrus
Adler purchased the original Jefferson Bible from Jefferson's great-granddaughter Carolina Randolph for $400. A conservation effort commencing in 2009, in partnership with the
museum's Political History department, allowed for a public unveiling in an exhibit open from November 11, 2011, through May 28, 2012, at the National Museum of American
History.
Seminar paper from the year 2014 in the subject Literature - Comparative Literature, grade: 2,3, University of Kassel (Institut für Sprachen), language: English, abstract: The
word 'gospel' derives its origin from the Greek word 'evangelion' and can be translated as 'good news'. The four gospels are part of the New Testament and mainly tell about the
Nativity, the work of Christi, his crucifixion and his resurrection. Whereas the gospel of John stands out with its narrative, the other three, Mark, Matthew and Luke, mainly
coincide in the structure and array of their gospels. Therefore they are known as the Synoptic gospels. Often they are replicated side by side, which makes it easier to compare
them to each other. But all four gospels superficially concentrate on the life and doing of Jesus, connected to his death and resurrection. This paper is going to concentrate on the
synoptic gospels of Mark, Matthew and Luke to compare them with each other regarding not only structure and chronological order, but also regarding their content and illustrate
the differences and consonances. Every analysis of a gospel starts with a main overview about the complete gospel, including the structure, the author, the recipient and the time
when the gospel was written. The content review concentrates on the most important parts of the Passion narrative.
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Deolito Vistar brings a new perspective to the interpretation of the temple incident—a key event in Jesus’ life—by approaching the subject not from the “historical Jesus” point of
view but from that of the authors of the Gospels. Using composition criticism as a method, Vistar sensitively analyzes the four Gospels’ accounts of the incident and shows areas
of commonalities and crucial areas where the four evangelists have their own distinctive understanding of what Jesus meant by his protest in the temple. This book is a helpful
example of the use of composition analysis in the exegesis of Gospel texts. It is also a helpful study of what is now generally taken for granted in Gospel scholarship: that the four
evangelists were both historians and theologians.
The author Robert M. Sutherland is an accomplished Canadian criminal and civil trial lawyer with 34 years at the bar in five provinces, having had some notable successes,
changing the law nationally and provincially at various points in time. He is philosophically a moderate realist and a natural law thinker, in the tradition of the three great Western
thinkers: Aristotle, Thomas Aquinas and MortImer J. Adler and a former Canadian director of the Chicago-based think-tank “Mortimer J. Adler’s Centre for the Study of the Great
Ideas”. He is an evangelical Christian and a member of the United Church of Canada. This is how he would format the testimonial evidence of the various gospel writers in the
court of public opinion for the purpose of assessing their individual and collective credibility and reliability and ultimately their three basic historical claims: namely, (1) Jesus of
Nazareth claimed to be divine. (2) He died for that claim. (3) He rose again from the dead to establish the truth of that claim. These are purely historical matters, knowable and
provable on a balance of probabilities. And to assist the reader he has provided some helpful methodologies for understanding the nature of truth, the nature of the natural moral
law and the nature of historical inquiry.
A synopsis is a tool which displays different passages of a text side by side for comparison. This is most commonly done with the four Gospels of the New Testament because of
their similar material, but it could reasonably be done with any text that has similar passages, such as the Old Testament historical narratives. The synopsis you presently hold
contains the four Gospels of the New Testament. It is different from comparing parallel versions, such as one English translation to another, because all of the passages
displayed in this synopsis are from the same version, the NET Bible. It is different from a harmony because the passages are not reorganized into one story; each Gospel in a
synopsis is separate from the others and can be read by itself or in comparison with the others. This parallel arrangement enables fruitful comparison of the Gospels to each
other so each may be understood well on its own in light of the others.
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